Quattro Castella, 22nd June 2020
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

INFORMATION CIRCULAR
N. 012020

Subject : Updating of the installation instruction of ALA PELLET AETERNUM

With reference to the previous communication n.012019, containing the indications and installation
suggestions in the case of high performance appliances fueled with solid fuels (wood, pellets), we
want to inform you of the recent evolution in terms of certification and installation methods of the
range in subject.

The novelties are illustrated below.



For the range

, thanks to the new technical designation

T250 P1 W V2 L80120 O100 WITH VITON GASKET
it will now be possible to use it for pellet applications with smoke temperatures up to 250°C
in operation using the specific Viton seals *
* article on request sold separately



With the use of Viton seals, the pipes must be installed with the "water" anticondensation installation, that is, with the male coupling at the bottom and the female
part at the top.



The same anti-condensation installation is recommended even with traditional silicone
gaskets (by rotating the tube even if the label is "smoke" applied), alternatively carry out
assembly by regularly following the smoke arrow ("smoke" installation).
Note: with the entry into force of the future update of the UNI 10683 Italian standard scheduled for the end of
2020, in which the presence of condensation should be allowed inside the smoke evacuation system (currently,
however, there is no provision), the anti-condensation installation " water "will become mandatory in all cases
(in Italy) – Please check and follow the regulations in force in your respective country.



Finally, according to the DoP, a "smoke" installation without gaskets is only possible in
the presence of a dry operating regime (= dry fumes / high smoke temperature, with the
exclusion of condensation) - installation without gaskets.

How does the label change ?

The label does not change and remains applied by default for
"smoke" installation, that is, with the smoke arrow from the
female to the male coupling.

Declaration of performance DoP
The related updated DoP is available on www.ala-spa.it
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Finally, we remember that nothing changes in relation to the maximum quality and resistance
against corrosion of acid condensates.

